In this paper, we develop a ltering theory for deterministic tra c regulation and service guarantees under the (min; +)-algebra. We show that tra c regulators that generate f-upper constrained outputs can be implemented optimally by a linear time invariant lter with the impulse response f under the (min; +)-algebra, where f is the subadditive closure de ned in the paper. Analogous to the classical ltering theory, there is an associate calculus, including feedback, concatenation, \ lter bank summation" and performance bounds. The calculus is also applicable to the recently developed concept of service curves that can be used for deriving deterministic service guarantees. Our ltering approach not only yields easier proofs for more general results than those in the literature, but also allows us to design tra c regulators via systematic methods such as concatenation, lter bank summation, linear system realization, and FIR-IIR realization. We illustrate the use of the theory by considering a window ow control problem and a service curve allocation problem.
Introduction
Future high speed digital networks aim to serve integrated tra c, such as voice, video, fax, and so forth. To control interaction among tra c generated by di erent sources, tra c regulation seems inevitable. In the paper 10], Cruz proposed the following deterministic tra c characterization. For an increasing sequence A fA(t); t = 0; 1; 2; : : :g (with A(0) = 0), it is f-upper constrained for some function f if A(t 2 ) ? A(t 1 ) f(t 2 ? t 1 ); 8t 1 t 2 : (1) Based on this characterization, he went on to develop a network calculus, including multiplexing and demultiplexing, so that deterministic performance, such as bounded delay and bounded queue length, can be guaranteed. To use the calculus, one needs to address the fundamental question of tra c regulation:
How does one regulate tra c optimally such that the constraint in (1) can be satis ed?
In 10, 11], Cruz addressed the tra c regulation problem with the ( ; ) regulator (leaky bucket) and the FIFO queue. Both only generate tra c that satis es a linear constraint (f is a linear function) in (1) . For f(t) = + t, Ananthram and Konstantopoulos 1, 17] recently showed that the leaky bucket is the best causal tra c regulator to generate such a constraint in terms of maximizing the total number of departures at any moment in time (an equivalent statement in terms of delay under FIFO is previously shown in Cruz 11] ). Motivated by these important works, we propose in this paper a general ltering approach for the tra c regulation problem. Our approach is also applicable to the concept of service curve recently developed by Parekh and Gallager 19] , Cruz 12] and Sariowan 21] . Our approach is built upon ltering under the (min; +)-algebra. In such an algebra, one replaces the usual addition operator by the min operator and the usual multiplication operator by the addition operator. It is known (see e.g., 3]) that such an algebra is a commutative semi eld that possesses properties such as associativity, commutativity, and distributivity. These two operations min and + are also applicable to matrix operations. In view of this, we consider two binary operations for sequences under the (min; +) algebra: the pointwise minimum (denoted by ) and the convolution (denoted by ?). For these two binary operations on sequences, they also have associativity, commutativity, and distributivity as the min and + operators in the (min; +)-algebra. More importantly, the convolution operation has monotonicity that allows us to consider the limit of self convolution. The limit is shown to be a unitary operation, called the subadditive closure, as the limit is always a subadditive sequence. Many properties of subadditive closures are developed in this paper.
Based on the properties developed for subadditive closures, we show that A is f-upper constrained if and only if A is f -upper constrained, where f is the subadditive closure of f.
In view of this, we nd that tra c regulation in (1) can be achieved optimally by a linear time invariant lter with the impulse response f under the (min; +)-algebra. We call such a lter the maximal f-regulator as it is also the best causal tra c regulator that one can implement in terms of maximizing the total number of departures from the regulator at any moment in time. Analogous to the classical ltering theory, we develop the calculus for maximal regulators that includes feedback, concatenation, \ lter bank summation", and performance bounds. In particular, we show that a concatenation of two maximal regulators yields another maximal regulator, independent of the order of the two maximal regulators. We also give a condition for \ lter bank summation" of maximal regulators to yield another maximal regulator. Under such a condition, \ lter bank summation" is equivalent to concatenation.
The ltering approach not only yields easier proofs for more general results than those in the literature, but also allows us to realize tra c regulators under the (min; +)-algebra via systematic methods such as concatenation, lter bank summation, linear system realization, and FIR-IIR realization. When specialized to leaky buckets, we nd a new linear system realization and a new FIR-IIR realization for a concatenation of leaky buckets. These realizations are obviously suitable for VLSI implementation. For a tra c regulator with a periodic constraint function, we also derive a FIR-IIR realization for such a regulator.
Recently, Parekh and Gallager 19], Cruz 12] and Sariowan 21] developed an important concept on service guarantees. The concept, called service curve, allows one to compute tighter end-to-end service guarantees than those in 10, 11] . Phrased in terms of the (min; +)-algebra, a server that guarantees service curve f for an input A if its output B is not less than the output from a linear time invariant lter with the input A and the impulse response f under the (min; +)-algebra. Such a server is called an f-server in the paper. In view of this analogy to the maximal regulators, the calculus developed for the maximal regulators, including feedback, concatenation, \ lter bank summation", and performance bounds, is also applicable to fservers. We illustrate the use of the theory by considering a window ow control problem in 2]. We also show that maximal regulators, in conjunction with the maximum delay guarantee, guarantee shifted-subadditive service curves in 21]. Based on this, we provide a couple of rules for service curve allocation among a concatenation of servers.
We note that the importance of the role of the (min; +)-algebra in deterministic tra c regulation and service guarantees is also recognized by Agrawal The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the (min; +)-algebra and develop the concept and the properties of subadditive closure. We then use these properties to show equivalent statements of Cruz's tra c characterization in Section 3. Based on these equivalent statements, we develop the properties of maximal regulators via viewing them as lters under the (min; +)-algebra. The design issues of maximal regulators under the (min; +)-algebra are addressed in Section 4. The analogy of maximal regulators and f-servers is discussed in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6 by discussing possible extensions of the ltering approach.
2 Min-plus algebra and subadditive closure 2.1 Min-plus algebra
In this section, we brie y introduce the (min,+)-algebra (for more details of such an algebra, we refer to 3]). In such an algebra, one replaces the usual addition operator by the min operator and the usual multiplication operator by the addition operator. Denote by the min operator and the + operator. It is known that (IR f1g; ; ) is a commutative semi eld that possesses properties such as Taking distributivity for example, min(a; b) + c = min(a + c; b + c). It turns out that (min; +)-algebra is also applicable to matrix operations (without the commutative property for matrix "multiplication"). To familiarize the readers with such operations, in the following we provide an example of matrix multiplication and an example for matrix addition under the (min; +)-algebra. Denote by and the operators for matrix multiplication and matrix addition under the (min; +)-algebra. 
Subadditive closure
Now we turn our attention to operations for sequences (or functions) indexed by t = 0; 1; 2; : : :, under the (min; +)-algebra. Let F (resp. F 0 ) be the set of increasing sequences with f(0) 0 (resp. f(0) = 0). That is, a sequence f ff(t); t = 0; 1; 2; : : :g 2 F (resp. F 0 ) satis es f(0) 0 ( resp. f(0) = 0) and f(s) f(t) for all s t. We say two sequences are equal, denoted by f = g, if f(t) = g(t) for all t. Similarly, f g if f(t) g(t) for all t. De ne the following operations for f and g in F.
(i) (min) the pointwise minimum of two sequences:
(ii) (convolution) the convolution of two sequences under the (min; +)-algebra:
It is clear that these two operations are closed in F. Let be the sequence with (t) = 1 for all t, and e be the sequence with e(0) = 0 and e(t) = (n) to be the self convolution of f for n times, i.e., f (n) = f ? f (n? 1) with f (1) = f, then e f is in F 0 and (e f) (n) (t) is decreasing in n for any xed t. This implies there is a limiting sequence for (e f) (n) . This sequence turns out to be the subadditive closure de ned below (the proof is in Lemma 2.2 below).
De nition 2.1 (Subadditive closure) For any f 2 F, de ne f via the following recursive equation:
We call f the subadditive closure of f.
To ease our presentation, we de ne the unitary operation such that f = f e, i.e., f (t) = f(t) for t > 0 and f (0) = 0. Clearly, f = (f ) as f (0) is not used in the recursive construction of f . We also note that f = f for all f that are already in F 0 . Thus, (f ) = f . From the monotonicity of , one has the monotonicity for , i.e., f g if f g. The operation that converts f 2 F into f 2 F 0 allows us to use more monotonicity results, e.g., (vii) ( = (e f) (n) = e f f (2) : : : f 
To see this, note from (7) As we assume that f(0) > 0 and A(t) < 1 for all t, for any xed t, there exists a nite n such that A(t) (n + 1)f(0) (B ? f (n+1) )(t). In view of (10), for each xed t there is a nite n such that B(t) = A (A ? f) (A ? f (2) ) : : : (A ? f (n) ) (t) = A ? (e f f (2) : : : f (n) ) (t) (A ? f )(t):
As A ? f is the maximum solution, one must have B(t) = (A ? f )(t) for any xed t. Thus, A ? f is the unique solution.
(iii) Follow the same argument in (ii).
Tra c regulation
Consider a sequence A 2 F 0 . Viewing A(t) as the cumulative arrival of a source by time t, Cruz 10] introduced the following tra c characterization.
De nition 3.1 A sequence A is f-upper constrained for some sequence f 2 F 0 if for all t A(t) ? A(s) f(t ? s); 80 s t: (11) This characterization has the following equivalent statements. for all n as we assume that f 2 F 0 . As a result of Lemma 2.2(vi), one has A = A ? f .
(iii) ) ( (12) (i) (Tra c regulation) B is f -upper constrained and thus f-constrained.
(ii) (Optimality) For any f-upper constrained sequenceB that satis esB A, one hasB B. (ii) As we assume thatB is f-upper constrained andB A, it then follows from Lemma 3.2(iii) and the monotonicity of ? that
(iii) This is a direct application of Lemma 3.2(iii).
Note that the conditionB A is referred to one of the causal conditions in 1] as the number of departures cannot be larger than the number of arrivals. Theorem 3.3(i) shows that for any input sequence A, the construction in (12) generates an f-upper constrained sequence B. Theorem 3.3(ii) shows that it is the best construction that one can implement if one would like to maximize the number of departures by time t. Finally, Theorem 3.3(iii) shows that if A is already f-upper constrained, then it will pass through the construction in (12) without any change.
To ease our presentation, we make the following de nition.
De nition 3.4 (Maximal f-regulator) For f 2 F 0 , the construction in (12) is called the maximal f-regulator (for the input A).
We note that the de nition in De nition 3.4 is a generalization of that in our conference In the following theorem, we discuss a concatenation of maximal regulators. The result is a natural extension of its counterpart in the classical ltering theory. Theorem 3.5 (Concatenation) A concatenation of the maximal f 1 -regulator and the maximal f 2 -regulator, independent of the order, is the maximal f-regulator, where f = f 1 ? f 2 is the convolution of f 1 and f 2 under the (min; +)-algebra, i.e., f(t) = min 0 s t f 1 (s) + f 2 (t ? s)]: (13) Proof. Now consider an input sequence A to the maximal f 1 -regulator. Let B 1 be the output sequence of the maximal f 1 -regulator, which is then fed into the maximal f 2 -regulator. Let Another important realization in ltering is the lter bank summation (see Fig. 2 ). Note that the summation in the (min; +)-algebra is the min operator. As shown in Fig. 2 , let A be the input and B 1 (resp. B 2 ) be the output from the maximal f 1 -regulator (resp. maximal f 2 -regulator). The output from the \ lter bank summation", denoted by B, is B = B 1 B 2 ,
i.e., B(t) = min B 1 (t); B 2 (t)]: 
if f 1 f 2 is subadditive.
Proof. Note from (19) and (12) Note from (20) in the proof of Theorem 3.7 that the realization using concatenation in Theorem 3.5 is equivalent to the realization using \ lter bank summation" in Theorem 3.7 under the condition that f 1 f 2 is subadditive.
Lemma 3.8 The condition that f g is subadditive is satis ed if f and g are in the family of sequences F 1 = ff : f 2 F 0 ; f(s) s f(t) t ; 8s tg: (21) Proof. Note that for all f 2 F 1 , ?f is star-shaped, i.e., ?f(t)=t is increasing in t and f(0) = 0 (see e.g., 18] pp. 453). Since a star-shaped function is superadditive, f 2 F 1 is subadditive.
This can also be seen directly from f(s) + f(t ? s) s t f(t) + t ? s t f(t) = f(t); 8s t:
Thus, f is subadditive (with f(0) = 0) and f = f (Lemma 2.2(iv)) for all f 2 F 1 . It remains to verify that f g is subadditive for f; g 2 F 1 . By the de nition in (21) , it is easy to see that the operation is closed in F 1 , i.e., for all f and g in F 1 , f g 2 F 1 . As a result, f, g and f g are all subadditive when f; g 2 F 1 .
Corollary 3.9 The condition that f g is subadditive is satis ed if f and g are in the family of sequences F icv = ff : f 2 F 0 ; f is concaveg: (22) Proof. It su ces to show that F icv is a subclass of sequences in F 1 . To see this, note from concavity and f(0) = 0 that for s t f(s) t ? s t f(0) + s t f(t) = s t f(t):
We note that F icv is a strict subclass of F 1 . To illustrate the di erence between F 1 and F icv , see Fig. 3 , where we provide an example that is in F, but not in F icv . 4 Realizations of maximal regulators under the (min; +)-algebra 4.1 Leaky buckets
In this section, we show that leaky buckets are indeed maximal regulators and they can be realized by a systematic approach under the (min; +)-algebra.
Consider a discrete-time leaky bucket with the token generation rate (the number of tokens generated per unit of time) and the size of the token bu er (see e.g., 22]). Let A be the input sequence to the leaky bucket. The bu er size for A is assumed to be in nite.
In the following theorem, we state that leaky buckets are maximal f-regulators. Note that the sequence f de ned in Theorem 4.1 is in F icv . Thus, it is subadditive (with f(0) = 0) and f = f . To gain more intuition on leaky buckets, we show that leaky buckets can be realized by the rst order in nite duration impulse response (IIR) systems under the (min; +)-algebra. To our best knowledge, such a realization appears to be new. Consider the following \linear system" under the (min; +)-algebra.
x(t) = min + x(t ? 1); A(t)]; x(0) = 0; B(t) = min x(t) + ; A(t)]: which is exactly the output from the ( ; )-leaky bucket. In Fig. 4 , we show the \linear system" realization for the ( ; )-leaky bucket.
Note that the function f in Theorem 4.1 is not only subadditive, but also concave. Hence, according to Corollary 3.9, the condition in Theorem 3.7 is satis ed and one can implement There is another systematic way to implement the maximal f-regulator with f(t) = min 1 i K i t + i ]; t 1 and f(0) = 0: For such a function, there exists a t 0 < 1 such that f(t) = (t ? t 0 ) + f(t 0 ) for all t t 0 and = min 1 i K i ] (see Fig. 6 ). De ne the following two functions f 1 (t) = (t ? t 0 ) + f(t 0 ); f 1 (0) = 0; f 2 (t) = ( f(t) if t t 0 , 1 otherwise. Since f(t) is concave, f 1 (t) (as the tangent of f(t) at t 0 ) provides a upper bound of f(t). Thus, f(t) = min f 1 (t); f 2 (t)] and we may use the " lter bank summation" method to implement the maximal f-regulator. To 
Tra c regulation for periodic constraint functions
Suppose that the input sequence A 2 F 0 is claimed to be f-upper constrained for a subadditive sequence f 2 F 0 that is periodic with period p, i.e., f(t + p) ? f(t) is a constant for all t.
How does one nd an e cient design for such a regulator? Note that such functions cannot be realized by leaky buckets due to periodicity.
De ne the average rate = (f(t + p) ? f(t))=p. Thus Such a regulator can be e ciently implemented by the FIR-IIR realization in Fig. 8 . One possible application for such a regulator is tra c policing for video sequence, e.g. MPEG, where a certain periodic structure exists.
Service guarantees
In the section we discuss the connections between the maximal f-regulator and the concept of service curves developed by Cruz 12] 
Then the \ lter bank summation" of an f 1 -server for A and an f 2 -server for A is an f-server for A, where f = f 1 f 2 , i.e., f(t) = min f 1 (t); f 2 (t)]:
All the proofs of these three theorems are identical to those in Theorems 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. We note that the result in Theorem 3.6(i) is in the form of \convolution" while the result in A be the input to a network and B be the output. Suppose that the network is a universal f-server and that the network also enforces a window ow control for the input A with the window size w > 0. Thus, the e ective input, denoted by A 1 , satis es
Also, as the network is an f-server, we have B A 1 ? f:
We further assume that B A 1 (a necessary condition for causality). This implies f(0) = 0. Otherwise, we would have from (33) that B(0) A 1 (0) + f(0) > A 1 (0). Also, assume that A(t) < 1 for all nite t.
To carry out the analysis for such a scheme under our algebra, observe that B(t) + w = (B ? I w )(t), where I w is the function that I w (t) = 1 for t > 0 and I w (0) = w. One may rewrite where we apply the distributive property and the associativity of ?. Since we assume that A(t) < 1 for all t, we then have from Theorem 2.4(iii) that B A ? f ? (I w ? f) ;
as (I w ?f)(0) = w+f(0) = w > 0. Thus, the window ow control system is an f?(I w ?f) -server.
We note that Cruz and Okino 15] considered a more detailed model than the one presented here. A tighter bound for the service guarantee of the window control problem was derived there. See also Le Boudec and Thiran 5].
Note from the monotonicity of ? that f ? (I w ? f) f. This is expected as adding window ow control degrades the service guarantee. Also, from the monotonicity of ? and , f ?(I w ?f) is increasing in the window size w. One might expect that there is a window size w large enough Though the concept of service curves is originally developed for providing bounded end-toend delay 12, 21] , it is of the same importance to observe that a server that provides bounded delay also guarantees a service curve. In the following lemma, we show that the maximum delay guarantee is equivalent to the service curve guarantee. 
Proof. Let We note that another way to prove this is to apply Theorem 5.3(iii). proper admission control for simple scheduling policies such as the First Come First Served (FCFS) policy and the static priority policy, or more complicated deadline scheduling polices such as the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) and the Earliest Deadline First policy (EDF) (see 10, 6, 19, 23] ). We note that deadline scheduling policies usually provide a larger admission set, but they are at the cost of design complexity, e.g. time stamping and sorting.
Corollary 5.8 shows that the best service curve allocation for a server to yield bounded delay is shifted-subadditive (if the input is f-upper constrained). In a network environment, a server is often a concatenation of servers. The question is then how one allocates minimum service curves among a concatenation of servers so that the convolution of these service curves guarantees a shifted-subadditive service curve. Without loss of generality, consider the case with a concatenation of two servers. In the following, we provide a couple of rules of thumbs for service curve allocation.
(i) Suppose we restrict ourselves to the problem that only shifted-subadditive service curves in these two servers are allocated. (ii) Suppose we restrict ourselves to the problem that only shifted-concave service curves in these two servers are allocated. 6 Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we developed in Section 2.2 the concept and the properties of subadditive closure. Based on the properties developed for subadditive closures, in Section 3 we developed the ltering theory for the maximal f-regulator, including feedback, concatenation, \ lter bank summation", and performance bounds. We discussed in Section 4 how one realizes maximal regulators, including leaky buckets, under the (min; +)-algebra via systematic methods such as concatenation, lter bank summation, linear system realization, and FIR-IIR realization. In Section 5, we discussed the analogy between maximal f-regulators and f-servers. We showed that the ltering theory for f-servers is still applicable.
In the following, we discuss possible extensions of the ltering theory.
(i) Matrix operations: one may consider square n n matrices with entries in F. The addition and multiplication of matrices are de ned conventionally after the "addition"operator and the "multiplication" operator ? in F. Use and ? to denote the "matrix addition" operator and the "matrix multiplication" operator. Then (F n n ; ; ?) is still a dioid with the zero matrix and the identity matrix e, where has all its entries equal to , and e has its diagonal entries equal to e and all other entries equal to . Such an extension could be used for modelling ltering with multiple inputs and outputs, e.g., nested window ow control in 2]. Results along this line is reported in 9].
(ii) Transfer 
This implies that f(t) f(s) + f(t ? s) for all 0 s t. Thus, f is subadditive.
The if part follows from (39) trivially.
(vi) From (iii), the monotonicity of ?, (ii) and (v), it follows that (f ) (2) = f ? f f ? f = f :
By induction, one has (f ) (n) f for all n.
We use induction to show that (f ) (t) (t) = f (t). Clearly, it holds for t = 1 as (f ) (1) (1) = f(1) = f (1) . Now suppose that (f ) Since f f = (f ) (1) (f ) (t) , min f(t); (f ) (t) (t)] = (f ) (t) (t). Thus, f (t) (f ) (t) (t).
Since f (f ) (t) , we then have f (t) = (f ) (t) (t).
(vii) one has from the monotonicity of ? and the monotonicity of that (f ? f) (f ? f ) = (f ) = f : Also, from the monotonicity of ? and , (f ? f) = (f ? f) e ((f ) (n) ? f) e = ((e f f (2) : : : f (n) ) ? f) e = (f f (2) : : : f In view of (vi), letting n ! 1 yields (f ? f) f . Thus, f is a solution of h = (h ? f) . To see that f is the maximum solution, we iterate the equation h = (h ? f) = e (f ? h) = (e f f (2) : : : f On the other hand, one has from the monotonicity of that f f g and g f g. From (viii) , it follows that f (f g) and g (f g) . Thus, using the monotonicity of ?
and (v) yields f ? g (f g) ? (f g) = (f g) : (xii) From the monotonicity of , h f . Thus, h(0) = 0. Since h is subadditive (with h(0) = 0) and h = h f , we have from (iv) and (xi) that h = h = (h f ) = (h f ) = h ? f = h ? f :
The result then follows from the maximum solution result in (vii).
B Appendix B
In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1.
Let a(t) = A(t) ? A(t ? 1) be the number of cells (or packets) that arrive at time t. Denote by q 1 (t) (resp. q 2 (t)) the number of cells in the cell bu er (the number of tokens in the token bu er) at time t. Assume q 1 (0) = 0 and q 2 (0) = . Let z(t) = q 1 (t) ? q 2 (t). We rst show that z(t) satis es the following In this case, one has z(t) = q 1 (t) > 0 and q 2 (t) = 0 as there are only cells in the bu er at time t. The maximum number of departures is bounded by the number of tokens that arrive at time t, i.e., . If q 1 (t) + a(t + 1) , then q 1 (t + 1) = q 1 (t) + a(t + 1) ? and q 2 (t + 1) = 0. Thus, (42) holds. On the other hand, if q 1 (t) + a(t + 1) < , then q 1 (t + 1) = 0 and there will be tokens left in the token bu er. Since the maximum number of tokens that can be stored in the token bu er is , q 2 (t + 1) = min ? q 1 (t) ? a(t + 1); ]. Once again, (42) holds. Case 2. z(t) < 0:
In this case, one has q 1 (t) = 0 and q 2 (t) = ?z(t) > 0 as there are only tokens in the token bu er at time t. The maximum number of departures is bounded by the sum of the number of tokens left at time t and the number of tokens that arrives at time t, i.e., q 2 (t) + . If a(t + 1) q 2 (t) + , then q 1 (t + 1) = a(t + 1) ? q 2 (t) ? and q 2 (t + 1) = 0. Thus, (42) holds. On the other hand, if a(t + 1) < q 2 (t) + , then q 1 (t + 1) = 0 and there will be tokens left in the token bu er. Since the maximum number of tokens that can be stored in the token bu er is , q 2 (t + 1) = min + q 2 (t) ? a(t + 1); ]. Once again, (42) holds. Case 3. z(t) = 0:
In this case, one has q 1 (t) = 0 and q 2 (t) = 0 as both bu ers are empty at time t. The maximum number of departures is bounded by . If a(t + 1) , then q 1 (t + 1) = a(t + 1) ? and q 2 (t + 1) = 0. Thus, (42) holds. On the other hand, if a(t + 1) < , then q 1 (t + 1) = 0 and q 2 (t + 1) = min ? a(t + 1); ]. Once again, (42) holds. This completes the argument.
